
Alun School 
Y8 Work - w/c 27th April 

Area Subject What to do? Where to find the work? 

CTES 

Food Develop a family healthy meal recipes. Analyse the task, create a mood board and a similar 
product analysis The resources needed are in the Y8 Technology OneDrive. There is also 

a "Read This First" help sheet  
Product Design a Family board game: Research ideas, create a mood board 

English 

You should aim for at least one hour of reading a week, using the resources that were sent 
out a few weeks ago or the books you have at home. Also continue to use Literacy Planet. 
The Quest and Academy areas have a range of tasks for you to work through at your own 
pace. In the OneDrive shared folder for year 8 there is a document called Creative Writing 
Tasks. There are 4 tasks and you should choose 2 aiming to spend an hour on each task. Con-
sider your vocabulary and include a range of devices to engage your reader (AFORESTCAP). 

Literacy planet, resources that have been sent home or the Y8 English 
OneDrive folder (Creative Writing Tasks) 

Humanities RE 
Investigate the Hindu festival of Diwali - Work through the PowerPoint watching the 
attached video clips. There's a mindfulness/meditation exercise to do too.   
Create a comic strip or Rangoli pattern, do the drama or the research, you choose.  

Work can be accessed from the links. Work to be completed on Power-
Point and uploaded to Teams  

Expressive 
Arts 

Music 

Music Evolution with the specific study of Minimalism.  Explore a range of  both practical and 
written tasks presented on an activity sheet.  There are 21 tasks in total and you will need to 
select 5 tasks of your choice to complete.  You will need to make a record of the date, title of 
tasks, one sentence to describe what you did and finally give a success rating. 

Teachers will email work to students. Resources will be emailed with 
both activity sheet and a word document explaining what to do.   There 
will be an opportunity to attached work to Teams.  

Languages German Tasks based on the topic Town and Region 
Work can be found on the  PowerPoints in your class Teams with in-
structions and pupil activities 

Languages French Tasks based on the topic of "Paris je t'adore" based on the Studio 2 textbook used in school Work can be found on the  PowerPoints in your class Teams 

Mathematics 

We would like you to have a go at the 2017 Numeracy Reasoning test. We have  done these 
types of practise tests in class. If there is someone at home with you who is able to read the 
script to you, that would be great. If not, you can still go through the paper yourself. If you 
can't print it out , just write your answers on a piece of paper. You should not use a calcula-
tor. This papers should take you an hour to complete. When done, check your answers 
against the mark scheme which is in this folder. If you are struggling, email your teacher with 
a screenshot of the question you are stuck on. 

It is in the Y8 Maths OneDrive in Numeracy Reasoning Past Papers, 2017 

Science Project no. 3 (part 1) 
All resources and submission instructions are in the ‘INSTRUCTIONS’ 
documents in the Y8 Science One Drive folder 


